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EFFECTIVE PARTIT IONS OF THE REAL LINE INTO 
BOREL SETS OF BOUNDED RANK 
Jacques STERN 
U.it~'rsir( de ('ac~, b'ra.ce 
O. Introduction 
Tile present paper is motivated by tile following problem of Lusin, known as 
the weak form of the continuum problem (see [8]). 
Problem i. Is it possible to build effectively a partition of the real line into N~ 
pairwise disjoint Borel sets, all of bounded rank in the Boret hierarchy? (A 
precise definition of the rank of a Borel set appears in Section 5.) 
Of particular interest is the special case of Problem I obtained by restricting 
one's attention to those Borel sets which appear in mathematical practice: namely 
the E~ and G~ subsets of the line. 
A partition of the line into ,R~ Borel sets of bounded rank has been found by 
Hausdorff [5]: all the members of Hausdorff's partition are FoB (i.e. lye); 
nevertheless, this construction does not provide a positive answer to Problem I 
because the Axiom of Choice is used. 
It should be noted that, unless a precise definition of effectivity is given, there is 
no dear-cut answer to Problem I: however, the following result gives a rather 
convincing negative answer for those partitions, where only E~ and G~ are 
allowed, 
Theorem 1. In Soloray's model, there is no partition o[' the real line into N~ Borel 
sets which are e;,6~er F,~ or Gz. 
(By Solovay's model, we mean the model constructed by Solovay in [17], in 
which every set of reals is kebesgue measurable.) Before we state the other 
results of this paper, let us digress for a moment on the word effective. Given a 
partition of the real line, we can define an equivalence relation: two real numbers 
m IS are equivalent if they lie in tile same set of the partition. If we identify an 
equivalence relation with the set of pairs of equivalent elements, it makes sense to 
speak of an analytic or projective quivalence relation. Clearly, any attempt o 
give an answer to problem l should investigate first the partitions whose corres- 
ponding equivalence relation is analytic, Lusin himself had noticed that, if one 
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could find a non Borel analytic set with a system of "'outer and inner" constituents 
all of bounded rank, then problem 1 would be solved (positively): from such an 
analytic set, it is not ditticult to build an analytic equivalence relation wifll N~ 
classes, all of them being Borel sets of bounded rank, Also this observatio~ had 
led Lusin to state another problem, 
Problem !i. Is there a non-Borel coanalytic set with a system of constituents all of 
bounded rank in the Borel hierarchy? 
From such a coanalytic set, one can build an analytic equivalence relation with 
St classes such that all c lasses- -except one- -a re  Borel sets of bounded rank 
(see Section 6). 
To end up this digression, it is reasonable to claim that an effective construction 
of a partition into N~ Borel sets of bounded rank should not provide a well 
ordering of the continuum of type Nt. Hence, the partitions which are uncounta- 
ble but such that the corresponding equivalence relation admits a non-empty 
perfect set consisting of pairwise inequivalent elements hould be eliminated. 
The following results, which use more and more set-theoretic assumptions 
elinfinate more and more possible constructions (in view of the above remarks) 
and give a negative answer to Problem II. 
Theorem 2. Let E be an analytic equicaience relatitm on "~to s,ch that any 
equivalence class is either F~. or Ga ; then E has at most countably many classes or 
admits a perfect set of pairwise ineqnivalent elements, 
Theorem 3. Assmne Va N~ j" i< N~; let E be an analytic equivalence relation on "co 
such that m~countably many equivalence classes are G~; then E admits a perfect set 
of pairwise inequivalent elements. 
Theorem 4. Assw.ne Va (a "~ exists l: let E b* an a,.,alytic equivalence relation o~l "~o 
sttch that all equivalence classes - -  except possibly a countable nmnber - -  are Borel 
sets of bom~ded rank, then E has at most cmmtably many classes or admits a perfect 
set of pairwise inequivalent elements. 
Theorem 5. Assume projective determinacy: let E be a projective equivalence 
relation on "to such that all eqaivalence classes are Borel sets Of bounded rank. then 
E has at most countably many clt~sses or admits a perfect set of pairwise ineq,ival- 
ent elements. 
Remark. (I) In the above results, by a perfect set, we always mean a non empty 
perfect set: we will keep this convention throughout the paper. 
(2) For informations about sharps and the hypothesis Vt~ (~" exists), the 
reader can consult [16]; projective determinacy is the statement "every projective 
set is determined" (see e.g. [112] for details), 
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(3) At the far end of the picture outlined by Theorems 2-5 stands the axiom of 
Determinacy. AD, which implies, by a proof similar to the proof of Theorem 5, 
that any equivalence relation on %~, whose classes are Borel sets of bounded 
r.mk, has at most connlably many classes or admits a perfect set of pairwise 
inequivalcnt elements, This result should be compared with a result of Harrington 
[3], which says that, under AD, there is uo transfinite sequence of R~ distinct Borel 
sets of bom~ded rank, although it is not clear how to go from one result to the 
other, 
{4) We have chosen to work with the Baire space %o. It is well known tha~ any 
Polish space is the continuous image of '°{o (this is true also for analytic subst:ts of 
Polish spaces), This fact enables us to extend the above theorems in or:t..'r to 
cover the case of Polish spaces (and even the case of Suslin spaces i.e. analytic 
subsets of Polish spaces endowed with the induced topology}. For example tile 
extended version of Theorem 4 can be obtained (from tile theorem) in the 
following way: if E is an analytic equivalence relation on a Polish space X such 
that all c lasses -  except possibly a countable number -  are Borel sets of bounded 
rank, and if f is a continuous ftnlction from "to onto X, then f l(E} is an 
equivalence relation on "it+ with the same property. If f ~(E) has at most 
countably many classes, ttle same is true for E: now if P is a perfect set of 
pairwise inequivalent elements (with respect o f t(E)), then. by replacing P by 
one of its subsets, we may assume it is compact; letting P '= f(P), we get a perfect 
set consisting of pairwise E-inequivalent elements. 
(5) Being concerned with effectivity, we will not use tile Axiom of Choice AC 
except as an extra hypothesis in tile statenaent of a theorem. Our base theory will 
be ZF + DC (the axiom of dependant choice). For results concerning partitions in 
presence of the axiom of choice, see [20] and [21]. 
We now describe the organization of the paper: the text is divided into eight 
sections° 
Section 1 is devoted to tile simplest partitions considered in tile paper: the 
partitions into /--~, subsets of ~'¢0. In Section 2, we analyze the function which 
associates to a given (.3 a set its closure and we prove Theorenl l and Theorem 3. 
in Section 3, we introduce a property which ensures thai a given analytic 
equivalence relation admits a perfect set of pai~vise inequivalent elements. This 
property, which we call the splitting property, is then used in conjuuction with 
Baire category arguments to prove Theorem 2 (Section 4) :,nd in conjunction with 
a game-theoretic argument o prove Theorem 4 (Section 5), 
In the next two sections, we comment on what we have proved so far in various 
respects: in Section 6, we study the connection between Problem It and our 
results: we also consider some other related problems of Lusin. Section 7 
discusses the set-theoretic assumptions iq Theorem 4 and shows that the existence 
of 0 ~ is enough to ensure the validity of tile result for "~ equivalence relations. 
Section 8 contains the proof of Theorem 5, 
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1. Partitions into F,, subsets 
I.I. The Baire space is endowed with the ttsual topology. A basis for tf~is 
topology is given by the sets g={~: t~ extends s}, where s wlries over finite 
sequences of integers. A subset of "to is nteager if it is covered by a counlable 
union of closed sets with empty interior; it is comeager if it is the complement of a 
meager set. A subset of ~to has the Baire properly if there is an open set U such 
that A - U U U-A  is meager. Similar notions can be considered in an arbitrary 
topological space: for more information, the reader can consult [6], 
1.2. The following result will be our main tool to study partitions inlo F,, 
Proposition. Let X be a Polish space and let A be a meager subset of X~-: there 
exists a perfect subset P of X st~ch that, if a, [3 art, distinct elemet~ts of P, the pair 
(a, [3) does not belong to A. 
Remarks.(1) A Polish space is a topological space which can be endowed with a 
metric for which it becomes a complete separable metric space. It is well known 
that any Ga subset of a Polish space is itself Polish, when equipped with the 
induced topology (see [6]). 
(2) The above proposition is fairly well known; a quick proof can be obtained 
by considering a perfect set of pairwise independant Cohen generic elements and 
using an absoluteness argument. We give below a forcing free proof for the sake 
of completeness. 
Proof of the proposition. We let (F,.) ..... be a sequence of closed sets with empty 
interior such that A c_ U ...... F,. and we build a mapping U. from tile set of finite 
sequences of O's and l's into the set of non-empty open sets of X. which has the 
following properties: 
(i) If [s I denotes the length of s. then U(s) has diameter ~<lsl -~. 
(if) If t is a proper extension of s, then Uit)c_ U(s). 
(iii) If Isl=ls'l = n and if s, s' are distinct, then U(s)CIU(s') is empty and 
U(s) x U(s') is disjoint from F,,. 
U is defined by induction on the length of s. 
U(0) is an open set of the space X. Assuming U is defined for all sequences of 
length ~t ,  we show how to carry the definition one step further. Consider the 
topological product I-L~2~ (U(s)× U(s)); any element of this space is a sequence 
(x~) indexed by the set 2"÷~; now, it follows from the hypothesis that, if Y is the 
set of elements of this space such that, for two distinct indexes, either x~ = ,x~,, or 
(x~, ~,)~ F,, then Y is a closed set with empty interior, We let V be an open 
subset of ]-L~,?,(U(s)xU(s)), disjoint from Y; V contains an open subset 
1-L~.., (U(sO)×U(s'l)), where U(s'0), U(s~l) are open sets whose diameter is 
~<(n + 1) -t and whose closure included in U(s); this takes care of conditions (i) 
and (ii); as for condition (iii), it follows from the fact that V is disjoint from Y. 
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Now. if tt is an e lement  of '"2, we let ,-r({,) be the unique element of X which 
belongs to all open sets U(s)  where s is an initial segment of a,. It is easy to se¢ 
Illlll ,-'r is a one-<me eontinttotrs function" the range of II is a perfect set P and any 
two distinct e lements  ~,/3 of P are such that (m 13)~ l._J ...... F,. This finishes the 
proof. 
1.3. We now consider an equivalence relation E on "c0 whose equivalence classes 
are F,,. We let 12 be the largest opera set of "~o which meets at most countably 
many equivalence classes and we let .(2' he the union of all the equivalence classes 
whose intersection with .Q is ,,lot empty . .O '  is an f-;, hence '~o-  .(2' is a Polish 
space X. Because f:- is identified with a subset of t%o) 2, X-' f3E is excctly the 
restriction to X of the equivalence relation E. 
Lemma 1. If X is empty, then E has at most cozmtably many classes. 
This is clcar oecause ,Q' is the union of countably many classes. 
Lcmma 2. If X is ~mt empty and if X 2 N E has the Baire property, then E admits a 
perfect set of pairwise inequit~alent elements. 
Proof.  In view of Proposit ion 1.2, it is enough to show that X2f3 E is a meager 
subset of X2: but it follows from the Kuratowski -Ulam theorem (see [13]) that 
ar~y subset of X 2 whose sections are meager  is itself a nreager subset of X 2. As a 
section of X2f3E is exactly an equivalence class, the conclusion of the lemma 
follows from the: 
Claim. Any equiralence class of E which is a sirbser of X is meager in X. 
Proof of the Claim. l.et c~ be an e lement  of X:  we let [<~] denote the equivalence 
class of c~: [ce] is a subset of X and an /-~,. hence, we just have to show that any 
closed subset F of [~] is of empty interior. Let U be an open set of %0 such that 
U O X is the interior /~ of F {with respect to X). From the relation U ~'3 X % [L~] 
we get U c20 'U  [,~]. this shows that U is covered by countably many classes and 
implies, by the definit ion of I2'. U ~/T  and therefore /~ = U f3 X = (3. 
1.4. The  following proposit ion is a direct consequence of the two previous 
lemmas. 
Proposition. Let E be an equivale~we r lalion on "to, Assume that E has uncount- 
ably many equivalence classes and that all of them are F,, then; 
(i) i re  is analytic, then E admits a perfect set af painvise inequivalent elements. 
(ii'~ Assmning R~ r~'~ <X~, the same conclusion holds if E is ~ or l]~. 
liii) Assmning projectiee determinacy, the same concl.si(m holds i] E is pmjec- 
tire. 
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(iv) In Solovay's model the same conclusion holds for any E, 
Proof. This is because, in the situations considered above, the restriction of E to 
any G.s of "to has the property of Baire (with respect o X). 
2. Partitions into F,, or G~ subsets (fi,'~t approach) 
2.1. The following simple lemma is the starting point of this section. 
Lemma. Any two disioint non empty G,~ subsets of "~to have distinct closures. 
ProoL Assume that X and Y are disjoint non empty subsets of "ko with closure 
/~ ; then both X" and Y are dense G.~ subsets of the Polish space F: but it is known 
that the intersection of two dense G,~ subsets of a Polish space is also a dense G,~ 
subset (see e.g. [6]): this shows that the intersection X f3 Y is not empty and 
contradicts the hypothesis, 
2.2. Let E he an equivalence relation on "ko, recall that, given an element c~ of 
"~o, [~x] denotes the equivalence class of ¢~' with respect o E. We let 
q)(ot) = {s ~ Seq (oJ): [~]N g~ 0} 
where Seq (o~) denotes the set of finite sequences of integers, Note that a;,~ : ..... 
equivalent elements have the same image under @, also, the closure [¢~] of the 
equivalcncc lass Its] can be defined from qb(o~) in the following way 
[ - ]={t~:  Vs(/3 ~.,~ --, s ~ q~(c~})}. 
In view of Lemma 2.1, thi.,, shows that, if r~ and/~ are ineqtfivalent elements and if 
both [c¢] and [/3] are G~, then ~(~x)~ tb(/3). From this observation we get: 
Lemma. If uncountabfy many classes of E art, G~, then the range ~}f ~ is um'ounmbh,. 
2.3. We now work in ,'okway", model in order to prove Theorem 1 of the 
introduction. Consider a parlition of '"(o and assume that the set of equivalence 
classes of the corresponding equivalence relation is well ordered: then, the range 
of ~ can also be well ordered: as it is a subset of P(Seq (to)). the range of qb is 
actually countable ([ 17]). Therefore, by Lemma 2,2, we get: 
Proposition. In Solovay's model, any equivalence rehuio~ o~ '"~o with a welt 
ordered set of equivalence classes has a[ nlosl counlatgy many G,~ cklsscs, 
We can prove the following result 
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Theorem. In Solovay's model, there is tlo equit~alence relation on '"~o, with an 
uncounlable well ordered set of equiralence classes, all of them [-~ or Ga. 
Remark. It is easy to extend this theorem to equivalence relations on Polish 
spaces, using the fact that any Polish space is the continuous image of %o. 
Therefore, Theorem 1 of the introduction appears as an easy corollary of the 
above result. 
Proof of the theorem. We assume that E is an equivalence relation on %o, with a 
well ordered set of equivalence classes, all of them F,, or G,s. From the previous 
proposition, it follows that the sc~ of Ga classes is at most counlable; we let Y be 
the union of the Ga classes and we let Y' be "'{o- Y. Y' is a Borel set. hence it is 
the image of ~"~o under a continuous function ]. We now consider the inverse 
image of E, E'. E' is an equivalence relation defined by 
E'(m/3) <--+ E(f(c~). f([3)) 
and any equivalence class with respect o E' is an /'~. ; hence, by Proposition 1.4. 
either E' has at most countably many classes, or else E' admits a perfect set of 
pairwise inequivalent elements, But there is a well ordering of the set of 
E'-equivalence classes and. for this reason, any perfect set of pairwise E'- 
inequivalent elements could be well ordered. As every well ordered subset of "'co 
is countable ([ i7]). such a perfect so,: cannot exist, hence E' has at most countably 
many classes. From this. it follows that E has at most countably many F. classes: 
as we aheady know that the set of G,s classes is at most countable, we come to the 
conclusion lhat the set of all equivalence classes with respect to W is at most 
countable. 
2.4. We now turn to partitions whose corresponding equivalep, ce relation is 
analytic. If E is a .wl equivalence relation and if 4) is defined above, then: 
Lemma. {(y. ¢~: 3' = qb(a,/} is (l -%'~. subset of. P(Seqicol)x~%. 
Pro~f. y = q~ttt~ has the detinition 
which is clearly v 
The following is Theorem 3 of the introduction. 
Theorem. ~ssmne VaR]t"~<R~: let E be a~l amdytic equivalence relation on "m 
wid~ mmom~lably many G~ equir(dence classes, then E adnzils a perfect set o] 
pairwise i~le~tl~it~td(,tlt elenlel~ts. 
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Proot. We let E be an analytic equivalence relation on 'oto with uncountably 
many G,s classes, and we define q~ as above; front Lemma 2.2. we know that the 
range of • is uncountable. We now uniforntize the -~ set 
{(~/, o,): ~ = 4~(,~)} 
by a ~ (see [12] for a proof of this uniformization i~sult). This means thai we 
pick a function t/~ with domain the range of ~b such that 
{(v, ~) :  0(~/) = a} 
ts a ~,~ subset of 
{(~/, ~) :  v = ~(a)} ;  
because the domain of ~ is uncountable and because any two equivalent elements 
have the same value under ~, it follows easily that the range of ~ consists of 
uncountably many pairwise inequivalent elements. The range of t/i is ~ and the 
assumption Va N~r'q<N~ implies that any uncountable ~ set conlains a perfect 
sabset ([15]); such a perfect subset of the range of ~I, consists of pairwise 
inequivalent elements. This finishes the proof. 
2.5. The techniques we have just used suggest ttle following refinement of 
Proposition 2.3. 
Proposition. In Soloray's model ally equivalence r latio~ on "to with uncountabty 
many G,~ classes admits a perfect set of pairwise inequiralent elements. 
P~oof. We define qb as above and we notice that, by Lemma 2.2. the range of q~ 
is uncountable. In Solovay's model, any uncountable subset of P(Seq (tot) contains 
a copy of "'to; we let 0 be a one-one mapping fi'om "to into the range of q~ and we 
consider tile subset A of C'co~-" defined by 
A = {(~,, ~):  0(.~) = OI~)}. 
In Solovay's model subsets of C'to)-" call be uniformizcd by Borcl functions on a 
comeager set [ 17, theorem 1(5)], so that we lnay pick a Borel function f such that 
tile set 
X = {~,:{(y, a} :](y) = cq_*c A} is comea~er. 
For any Borel function, there is a comeager set on which it is continuous o that 
we may assume that f is continuous on X. We let P be a perfect compact subset of 
the comeager set X. Because any two equivalent elements have the same image 
under 4~, jr is one-one on P and f(P) consists of pairwise inequi~alent elements; 
also f(P) is perfect, this finishes tile proof. 
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Remarks. (1) From Proposition 2.5, it is easy to prove ~he ae, alog of Theorem 
2.3: in Solovay's model, if E is an equivalence relation on "~o wi~h uncountably 
many equivalence classes, all of them F,,, or G,~, then E admits a pc:-t'ect set of 
pai~vise inequivalent elements. 
(2} Assuming projective determinacy, the same arguments apply t~ projective 
equivalencc relations with F,, or G~ classes, We do not includc a woof of the 
corresponding results as they arc superseded by those of Section 8. 
3. l'he splitting property 
3.1. So far. the present paper appears to be completely independant of any 
general theory of projective quivalence relations, However, such a theory does 
exist: it was started by the following deep theorem of Silver [14], 
Theorem 1. Any coanalytic equivalence relation: has at most countabty mar:y 
classes or admits a I)erfeet set of pairwise iwwquivalem elemems. 
Silver's original proof used an elaborate forcing argument; a simpler proof has 
been found by Harrington [4] (both proofs can also be found in [2]). 
Following Silver, Burgess proved a result on analytic equivalence relations [ l ]. 
Theorem 2. Assume the Axiom of Choice. Any analytic equivalence relation o~1%0 
has at most N~ equit'alence classes or admits a perfect set of pairwise inequivalent 
elements. 
3.2. Let E be a v_~ equivalence relation on %0 and let ,~ be an analytic subset of 
%0 which meets uncountably many classes. Notice that such a set exists if and only 
if E has uncountably many classes. We say that A splits (into A ~. A2) with respect 
to E, if .A> A2 are two ~ subsets of A, such that 
(i) both At and A2 meet uncountably man 3 -lasses, 
(ii) if t~ is an element of A~ and if c~: is an el~'ment t,f A,, then ~'~ and (r~ are 
inequivalent. 
A densely splits if any X~ subset of A which meets uncountably many classes 
splits, 
Theorem. Let E be a~z tmalytic equivalence relation: on '°~o; if there is an analytic 
subset of "co which meets uncou~ttably many classes and del~sely splits, then, U 
admits a per[eel set ~ff painvise inequicalem elements. 
Remark. If P is a perfect set of pait~vise inequivalent elements and if P', P" are 
disjoint perfect subsets of P, then P', P" realize a splitting of P. Actually, it is not 
difficult to see that P densely splits, so that tile converse of the above theorem 
holds, 
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The proof of the theorem will be given in Section 3,5. 
3,3. Let i" be a set of v[  equivalence relations on "to: [" is closed under 
continuous preimages if, whenever E belongs to F and [ is a conlinuous function 
from "to into "to,/ -t(~')  also belongs to F. Recall that f ~(E) is the equivalence 
relation defined by E(f(ed, f([3)). 
Many sets of equivalence relations are closed under continuous preimages; for 
example, the set of ~[ equivalence relations with (3;,, classes. 
The following proposition simplifies the use of Theorem 3.2. 
Proposition. Let F be a set of v] equivale~zce r lations on ~to, which is closed under 
continuous preimages. Assume that for all equiealence re~,ations of F with tmcounta- 
bly many classes, ~°to splits, then for all equi~'alence r lalio~s of r with uncou~tably 
many classes, "°to splits densely. 
Proof., Let E be a member of f': we want to prove that any v~ subset A of '"w 
which meets uncountably man), classes with respect to E splits. Let f be a 
continuous function from "oto onto A. Clearly, f~(E)  has uncountably many 
classes, hence, '°to splits into B~, Be: now, f(BO, ,f(B2) are ~ subsels of A aud 
realize a splitting of A. 
3.4. Our original proof of Theorem 3.2 used forcing with v* sets and was 
inspired by [4]. In order to give a forcing-flee proof, we have fot, nd convenient to 
define a new notion: the notion of a normal family of ~ sets 
It is well known that the topology on "'to is induced by a metric d: we tix such a 
metric and we let d' denotc the metric defined on ('"to)~ by 
d'~(~r. 13), (~'. ~'~)= d~a, a')+ dff& f3'). 
We let ~iiA) denote the diameter of a subset A of ¢"to)" {with respect o d'). 
Also, we let ~ be the projection of ('"e,~'J-" onto the set of second coordinates. 
Definition I. Lc~ q~ be a family of m~l-empty c!osed subsets of C"~o] ~ to is a 
~tormal (~mliiy if the following conditions are satisiied. 
(i) If /~, F' belong to q~: then w(F)N ,-r{F')~O. 
(ii) If F belongs to @ and I: is a strictly positive integeL there exists an U :  F. 
which has diameter ~<(~2) ~ and belongs to tO, 
Definition 2. l..et F be a family of ~ st~b~cts of "'to: 1" is a ntmnal family if d~cre, 
exists a normal family of closed subsets of (,.to)a tO, such that 
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Proposition. If i" is a non.al family o,¢ ~I s.bsets of '"~0. then' exists a lmique 
element which belongs to all members o]" I'. 
Such an element is called the limit of 1". 
ProoL We first prove uniqueness. If a and Ce' are distinct elements which belong 
to all members  of F. there is an integer n such that 
(*) d(c~. a3  > n -  L 
If we tix such an integer and if we pick a closed subset F of ('"~ol: such that 
8(Ft~< n ~ and ,-rtF)e I', we get e lemeqts 3,. y' of F such that 
~* = rr(3,L ~' = rr(3,'): 
inequality (*)  implies d'I'v, 3,')> n ~ and this contradicts the hypothesis 8(F)~4 
1 H 
To prove tl'[e existence part of the proposit ion, notice that the hypotheses imply 
the cxistcncc of sequences (F,,} ....... with the following properties. 
t l} (F,,) ...... is a decrcasing sequence of non-empty closed subsets of [%ot 2, 
i2~ Vn ,n-tF,,~¢ll 
~31 Vn>O 8(F, ,~<n -: .  
(3) implies that any such sequence has a limit 3* ldefined by {3,} = C~ ..... F,,). 
Moreover.  rrly~ is independant of the choice of the sequence (b~,) ...... : indeed if 
(F.)  ....... (F~,} ...... arc mo sequences which both satisfy conditions (1). (2) and (3). 
then from tile fact lhat two elements of I" have a non-empty intersection, we get 
~{E,I n ~r(F;,l ¢ .0 
and, by a continuity argument, Hlis gives 
,-r(y)-- rr, (~,,'~ 
where 3' is the limit of  (~1-i~) ...... and  y '  lhc  ~illl i l o f  (/-7") ...... . 
We let o, denotQ lhc COllllIIOD value of ~,~), It ,emains to show thai  ~x belongs 
to all members of l,. Let A be such a member:  there is a sequcncc (F,) ...... 
smisfying condit ions (I). 12} and (3'} and such thai .-k is qv(/qd: this implies 
-,7{3,)~ A and linishcs the proof. 
3.5. Prt~ff ot theorem 3.2. We fix a £ i  equixatence relati'm E and a £{ subse~ of 
%o. A \vhich meets uncom~tably many classes and densely spli,s. We define a 
function q~ with domain the set of finite sequences of 0"s and l's. Seq ~2). which 
enjoys the following properties. 
~i) For any s~Seq(2L  q'L~) is a finite set of no,.~-empty ch)sed subsets of 
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(ii) If s is an initial segment of s'. then t0(s)~ tb(s'). 
(iii) For any s ~ Seq (2), the intersection {~r(F): F~ ~(a)} is an analytic set A~ 
which meets uncountably many classes. 
(ivj For any s~Seq(2) ,  A,~o and Aq realize a splitting of A~. 
(v) If s is a proper initial segment of s' and if F belongs to q~(sJ, then. there is 
an element F' of qb(s') with F '~  F and 8(F ' J~ ls ' l  t (where is'l denotes the lengtia 
of s'). 
q0 is defined by induction on the length of s. Before we describe the inductive 
construction, let us show how the conclusion of the theorem follows from the 
existence of ~. If ot is an element of '°2. we let l(a') denote the set of finite initial 
segments of a. It follows from (iii) and (v) that for any a 
{w(F) :3s~I (oD F~ qb(s)} 
is a normal family of analytic sets: we let ~b(a} be the limit of this family: clearly. 
& is continuous: the inverse image of an open set V is the union of all basic open 
sets .~ such that, for some F in Cb(s). ~r(F) is a subse! of V. Now if t~,. ~'  are 
distinct elements of ~2, we may assume that. for some sequence s. s'0 belongs to ~ 
whereas ~'1 belongs to a ' :  we get 
ek(a)~A;, ,  and &(c~')~A;l 
so that, by (iv). &(t~) and th(a') are inequivalent. Finally. 4, is one-one and the 
image of ~ is a compact perfect set consisting of pairwise inequivalcnt elements. 
We now go back to the definition of qb. We let Fo be an)' closed subset of ('~'to) 2 
such that 7r(Fo) is A and we show how to get t0(s0) and ~(.~'1) from ~(s). Using 
the fact that A densely splits, we first pick two v.~ subsets of A .  B;o and B¢~. 
which realize a splitting of A .  We also choose an enumeration F~ . . . . .  F~ of 
q>(s). We now describe the construction of qb(~0) tthe construction of @(~lJ is 
similar), Any closed set F, ( i=  1 . . . . .  k) is the union of a countable family 
(Ft.)  ...... of closed subsets with diameter ~<(ls[ + l'J ~. From the inclusion 
B.-,,~_ N ~(E) 
we get 
B~,,~ N U mF,.,,} 
l< i<~ ~1, ,o  
and this implies 
B;,,_~ U (~(F~.,,)n.--n~(F~.,~)} 
l l k~co  
so that for sonle integers nl . . . . .  n~ the analytic set 
B~o N ~r(Ft~,, ,) N. • • n ~r(Fk.,,, 
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meets uncountably many classe,., We let @(s'0) be the union of qb(s) and of the 
sets F~, , , , . . ,  Fk,,,~ and F where F is a closed set such that rr(F) = t3~a~. Clearly, the 
construction has been carried in such a way that conditions (i) to (v) are satisfied. 
4. Partitions into E) or G~ subsets (second approach) 
4.1. Theorem. Let E be a If, l equivalence relation on ~o, whose classes are Gs or 
F,,; then E has at most countably many classes or admits a per]ect set of pairwise 
inequivalent elements. 
The set of ~I equivalence relations whose classes are Ga or F,, is closed under 
continuous preimages; hence, in view of Theorem 3. I and Prop,_,sition 3.2, we just 
have to prove that, if such an equivalence relation has uncountably many classes, 
then "ko spills, 
For the rest of this section we let E be a v,~ equivalence relation with 
uncountably many classes, all of them F,, or G,s. We let g2 be the largest open set 
which meets at most countably many classes and we consider the closed set 
F ="o . -  O. At most countably many equivalence classes A are such that A f3 F is 
not meager in F. We let X be the union of these classes together with those 
classes which meet IL X is a countable union of classes and 12 is a subset of X;  we 
now distinguish two cases 
Case I. " (o -X  is not meager in F. 
Case 2, "'~o- X is meager in F, 
4.2. We first consider case 1. Let V be all open subset of F such that V and 
'~to-X differ only by a meager set (with respect o F). Clearly, any equivalence 
class which meets V is such that A (3 V is meager in F hence in V. As E f3 V 2 is 
an analytic subset of V ~, it follows, by the Kuratowski-Ulam theorem, that 
E n V 2 is a meager subset of Vz: applying Proposition 1.2, we get a perfect set of 
pairwise inequivalent elements, so that, by the remarks in Section 3.2, "co splits 
(with respect o E), 
4.3. We now turn to case 2. We pick a sequence (F,) ..... of closed subsets of F 
with empty interior ~with respect o F) and such that 
F -X~ O F,. 
We let ~ be the set of elements  of Seq (to] such that ~ i~ i,e, such that ~ meets 
uncountably many equivalence classes. For any pair (s, n) in ~ × ~o, we define a 
subset Y(s, n) of °'to by 
v(s,  ),) = {,, : .~ n[~]~_  E,}. 
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(Recall that [a]  is the equivalence class of c~.) It is easy to see that Y(s, n) is ll~. 
We let Y be the union of all subsets Y(s,  n) when (s, nJ varies over v xco. Note 
that Y is a set of equivalence classes. 
Lemma. Aoy equivalence ch ~s which is a G,~ is contained in Y U X. 
ProoL We let A he an equivalence class which is both G,s and a subset of '~'t,~ --- X, 
By the definition of the sequence F~,, it follows theft A is a subset of U,,,_,,/~,. As 
A is a G,s subset of "to, it is not meager in itself, hence, for some integer n, b,, I-~ ,A 
is a closed subset of A with a non-empty interior. This means that one can find 
s ~ Seq (~,J) such that 
(1) ~¢gnA,  
(2) ~NAc_F , ,NA.  
We note that A is a subset of F, so that A n f.~ is empty and therefore A N g is 
empty for any s in Seq tto)-v_: thus (1) shows that s belongs to X and (2) shows 
that A is a subset of Y(s, n). 
We let U be " ' to - (Y  U X): two subcases appear in our Irealmcnt of case 2, 
Subcase 2a. U meets uncounlably many classes, 
Subcase 2b. U meets countably many classes. 
4.4. We first consider subcase 2a. Note that U is a I£I set and that, by Lenmaa 
a.3, any equivalence class which meets U is not a G,s and therefore, in view of our 
hypotheses, is an F,,. Let f be any continuous function from oco onto U, clearly, 
[~(E)  is an analytic equivalence relation on %.o. with uncountably many classes. 
all of them F,,. By Proposition 1.4(i), f ~(E) admits a perfect set P of pairwise 
ir -~uivalent equivalent elements. Let P', P" be disjoint perfect subsets of P, then, 
f (P ' )  and [(P") realize a splitting of 'oco (with respect to E). 
4.5. We now turn to subcase 2b. If U meets countably many classes, it is the 
union of lhese classes, hence a Borel set. Now "co - U is a Borel set which is tile 
union of X and c~f the I1~ sets Y(s, n), s ~ *, n e to. By tile reduction theorem, (see 
[6]). we can find Borel sets B(s, n), s ~ x', n ~ to such that 
( I )  VscZ  Vneto  B(s . t~) f  Y(s . ; z ) .  
(2) "~ - U = X U U ,~. ,  ....... B(s. tz ). 
(We could even assume these Borel sets to be pairwise disjoint but we do not 
need such a refinement.) 
~w-U meets uncountably many classes whc,eas X meets only countably 
many classes, so we may find a pair (s, n), s ~ v, n ~ to, such that the corresponding 
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Borel set Bls, n) meets uneountably many classes. For the rest of the proof, we fix 
such a pair (s. n). We claim that 
Bts. n~, g-F, ,  
realize a splitting of "to. htdccd, any element a of B(s, n) belongs to Y(s, n) so 
that the following is true: 
This inclusion shows that a cannot be equivalent o an element of ~-F , .  We 
already know that B(s. n) meets uncountably many classes: now. if the open set 
g -  F,, met only countably n my classes, we would get 
g-F, ,  c_ D. 
dais would imply 
~nE,  =~F 
and. bccau;e .~ N F is not empty, this would contradict he !act that F,, is meager 
in E This :~roves that '"to splits and completes the proof of T!morem 4.1. 
5. Analytic partitions into Bor ~1 sets of bounded rank 
5. I. By a sinmltaneous induction, we. can define the transfinite classes of Borel 
sets ~ and II~ of a Polish space: 
(i) ~'~ consists of all open sets. 
(ii) For any countable ordinal _~> 1, v~ consists of the Borel sets which are 
countable unions of sets in ',3 ¢.:~ I1~'. 
(iii) For any countable ordinal ~ 1. I1~ consists of the Boret sets whose 
complements are in v~. 
Very~ frequently, we will refer to the members of v~_~ (resp IUh~, a, to the ~Z~ Borel 
sets (rcsp. the I1~ Borel sets). The additive rank of a Borel set B is the least 
ordinal ,~ such that/3 is v~. The tnultiplicatit~e rank of B is the least ordinal ~ such 
v~, II ° and any l-I" is v~ so that these two notions that B is 11~, Any ,.  set is ~ . ~ set .~ .  
of rank differ at most by a unit, 
theorem Ass~mw V~x (a "~ exists). Let ~ be a countable ordinal and let E be an 
equivalence relation on ~"to with uncountably many equiealence classes; if all 
wo Borel sets then eq,dralence classes - -  except possibly a t ountabte number - -  are ..~
E a:tmits a perfect set o]" pairwise inequit;alent elements. 
The set of ~.~ equivalence relations uch that at most countably many cla~',ses 
are not -~ sets is closed under continuous preimages: hence, in view of Theorem 
3.1 and Proposition 3.2. we just have to prove that, if such an equivalence 
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relation E has uncountably many classes, then, und,-r the hypothesis 'Ca (q# 
exists), '°(~ splits (with respect o E). 
For the rest of the section, we fix an equivalence relation E on "¢~ which is 
analytic and has uncountably many equivalence classes, all but a countable 
number li~ Borel sets. We assume that ~co does not split and we will ultimately 
show that this contradicts the assumption V~ (~# exists). 
We may assume that all equivalence classes are either ~ Borel sets or ~ non 
Borel sets (we just replace ~ by a larger ordinal). We then make the following 
observation. 
Lemma. I f  'oto does not split, then E is not Borel. 
Proof. If E was Borel, then. by Silver's theorem (3.1), E would admit a perfect 
set of pairwise inequivalent elements and "co would split (see the remark in 
Section 3.2). 
5.2. We will need an analysis of y t equivalence relations which is due to Burgess 
[1], who used it for proving Theorem 2 of 3.1. We let WO denote the set of all 
subsets of to -~ which define a well ordering of their domain. It is well known that 
WO is coanalytic. Furthermore, for any coanalytic set A, there is a continuous 
function f such that 
A = f-~(WO) 
We pick such a function f for the coanalytic set A = ('°(o)2-E, 
For any countable ordinal ~ we let A¢ be the ¢th approximation of A defined 
by 
A~ = IT :f(v) is a wellordering of t~q~e <~} 
and we let E¢ be ("~o)2- A~. Clearly E = n~<~, Et. 
Proposition (Burgess [1]). The set of countable ordinals ~ such that E¢ is a~ 
equivalence relation is an unbounded subset of Ni. 
Remark. Burgess actually proved that this set is a closed unbounded subset of Na, 
but we do not need this fact. 
We still consider the equivalence relati m E, described in 5.1 and we let C be 
an unbounded subset of R~ such that 
V~ ~ C E~ is an equivalence relation. 
x,o Borel set, 5.3. Lemma. If "~to does not split, then, for any ~ in C E~ is a -~ l  
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Proof. Let ( bc in (7'. E~ is a Borel equivalence relation, heqce, by Silver's 
theorem (3.1), E~ has at most countably many equivalence classes or admits a 
perfect set of pairwise inequivalent elements. Now if P is any perfect set of 
pairwise E~-inequivalent elements and if P', P" are disjoint perfect subsets of P. 
then, P' and P" realize a splitting of "to (with respect o E); as this cannot happen, 
it follows that the set of Ec-equivalence classes is at most countable. 
Now, any Ec-equivalence class is the union of E-equivalence classes. We claim 
that all Ecequivalence classes except one are the union of at most countably 
many E-equivalence classes, Indeed, two distinct E~-equivalencc classes with 
uncountably many E-classes would realize a splitting of '%) with respect o E. 
It is known that a countable family of pairwise disjoint £~ sets whose union is 
Borel consists of Borel sets (this is precisely the separation theorem). This shows 
that those E~-equivalence classes which are the union of countably many E- 
classes are actually the union of countably many Borel E-equivalence classes: by 
the choice of ~ that has been made in 5,1, they are v~ Borel sets. As for the only 
E~-equivalence lass which is not the union of countably many E-classes, it is II~' 
because it is the complement of the union of the other ones. 
Finally, any E¢-equivalence class is ~+1 and therefore, Ec, as a subset of (%o)" 
is a countable union of £~+~ sets, so that it is a v,~.+~ set. 
The next theorem is a direct consequence of the above lemma and Lemma 5.1 : 
notice that no hypothesis on the existence of sharps is needed. 
Theorem. If there is a v~ t equivalence relation E with uncountubly many classes 
which are all - -  except possibly a countable mmlber - -  ~orel sets of bounded rank 
and if there is m~ perfi'ct set of E-inequit'alent elements, then, there exists a 
coanalytic subset A o] "ko and a contim.ms .fiowtio~ f such that 
{il A =[  I(WO), 
(ii) the rank of the al)proximations A~ of A is bounded on a cofinat subset of Ri, 
(iii) A is not Borel, 
(Recall that A~ = {tx :]'(,~/ is a well ordering of type <~'}), 
Remark. The converse of this theorem holds. Its proof is given in Section 6. 
Proo| of the theorem. If we let A = ('"to) a -  E. conditions (i) to Iiii) are satislied 
but A is not a subset of '~to. To get such a subset, we use an homeon~orphism 
between %o and C'~o') -~. 
5.4. In order to complete the proof of Theorem 4.1, it is enough to show that, 
under the hypothesis Va (aa exists), there is no coanalytic set A with a 
continuous function f satisfying conditions (i) to (iii) of Tt~eorem 5,3. We will use 
tile following partial ordering of subsets of "to which has been considered by 
Wadge (see [10]), 
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Definition. Let X, Y be subsets of '°to; we say that X is contbmously reducible to 
Y, and we write X~ Y if there is a continuous function g with domain '"~ such 
that X = g- t (y) .  
If X and Y are subsets of "to, we consider a two-person game G(X, Y) defined 
as follows: two players I and II alternatively pick integers: player I builds a ~'~to~ 
player 11 builds ~ ~"¢0. 11 wins if 
~eX~eY.  
Clearly, a winning strategy for II gives a continuous funtion wimessing X ~ Y 
and a winning strategy for I gives a continuous function wimessing Y ~<¢'o~o-X. 
So, we have proved the following: 
Lemma (WadgeL If the game G(X, Y) is determined, then either X ~,. Y or 
We now fix a coanalytic ,,,et A, a continuous function f arid a countable ordinal 
,~ such that 
(i) A =f  '(WO), 
(ii) {~::A~ is vo~ is cofinal in N~, ~,2J 
(iii) A is not Borel. 
We let U be a Borel set whicl ~, is not ~.  We claim that tile game G(U, At is 
not determined. In view of the above lemma, we have to exclude bolh U~< A 
and A ~,"a~-  U. 
if U%A,  we let g be a continuous tunction such that U= g-~lA). The image 
of U by [og  is an analytic sei of wellorderings, hence, by the boundedness 
theorem, there exists a eountaNe ordinal 71 such that any well ordering in this 
image is of type <~. We let £ be a countable ordinal, rt <¢ such that A~ is ~,~j. 
Because g(U) is a subset of A~, we ~.~et U=g ~tA~) so that U is w~,.,.,~, this 
contradicts the choice of U. 
We now assume A ~,,'°~o -U: this implies that A is Borel and coatradicts 
condition (iii) above. 
To conclude, it remains to ctmck that the hypothesis V~ (e~ ' exists) implies that 
games G(U, A) are determined ~hen U is a Borel set and A a Il l  set, Martin has 
shown that games of the first levels of the difference hierarchy based on III sets 
are determined in the presence of sharps (see [ l l ] l  and this applies to games 
G(U, A) which correspond t~ the intersection of a [11 set with a El set, 
We have finally shown that the existence of sharps implies that no ~analyt ic  set 
satisfying conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) can exist; hence, Theorem 5. l is proved. 
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6. Analyt ic  equivalence relations and constituents of coanalytic sets 
6.1. In order to define constituents in a general setting, we use the notion of a 
coanalytic norm (see [12]). A norm on a set A is a mapping flora this set onto an 
ordinal. If A is a coanalytic subset of '"~o, a coanalytic *mrm on A is a norm ,.b 
such that there exists a coanalytic set S, (,,,(,~)e and an analytic set S'C ("'(o) ~, 
which deline the initial segments of A in |he following sense: 
if ~. -%,  tficn both {/3:(/3,(:e)c~ S} and {/3 :(/3, c~)~S'} equal 
{/3c A : 4,(/3) ~ 4,(a)}. 
Remark 1. If f is a continuous function with domain %0 such that A = f ~(WO). 
there is a coanalytic norm d~ defined by 
W~ 6,4  V{3 ~ A(~b((~)< O({J)eelf(t~)l < if(/3)l) 
{\vhere IYI is tile order type of a wellordering y) 
it is well known that the image af a coanalytic norm on A is an ordinal ~<Rt and 
that it is precisely Rt when A is not Borel. In aey case, the constituents of A with 
respect o ~ are the Borel sets defined by 
('~' = {a E A : ,btc:~} = ~} 
where ~ is a countable ordinal, and the appr(mimations of ,~ are tile Borel sets 
At= U c:t. 
Remark 2. Tile reader familiar \~ith tile early developments of descriptive set 
theory will easily prove that file original definition of constituents (via sieves) is a 
particular case of tile above. 
6.2, We let ~ be a coanalytic norm oil a coamflytic set A and we consider the 
equivalence relation E,~ on '"¢o. defined by 
if S' is an analytic subset of C"(o)" which defines the initial segments of A. then 
E(¢*. ~) is equivalent o 
( (*¢, - \&/3C.A) or (((,,/3)ES' and (/3, t~)ES') 
so that Em is an analytic equivalence relation. Furthermore, the equivalence 
classes of E are %0 - A and the constituents of A with respect o &, so that, as we 
noted in the introduclion of this paper, starting with a system o[ N~ constituents all 
of bounded rank, we can define a ~ equivalence relation (/£,~) with ~ equival- 
ence classes, which are all but one Borel sets of bounded rank. Thus, from the 
theorems ill Sections 2, 4 and 5 we can derive negative resuhs on the existence of 
such s\,~telllS, 
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6.3. We will need some very recent results of Louveau ([7]) which we now 
describe; we depart from Louveau ill thal we use Borel codes but our statements 
are direct consequences of Louveau's results. It is known that there exists a i1[ 
subset W of %0, called the set of Borel codes, and a ntapping B front W onto the 
Borel sets such that both sets 
{(,x,/3) :~ ~ W & /3 E BQ~)}, {(m/3) :e e W &/3¢  B(a)} 
are I l l  (see [17]). 
Theorem [7]. Let ~ be a countable ordinal; 
(i) 77~e set W~={a:e~ W & B(cd is X~} is HI. 
(ii) Let ~ be an element of %o; if U is a X[(a) subset of a Hl(e~) set ,4 and (f for 
some ~ set X t',.w inclusions U c X ~_ A hold, then, there is such a set X which is 
both ~ and Al(o~). 
Remark. (1) Any A l(a) Borel set has a code which is A i((~), so that any set which 
is both ~£~ and /.l](a) has a code both A~(,x) and in W~. 
(2) If ¢ is a recursive ordinal, then Vi~ is actually 11~. 
6.4. The following is a restatement, in modern terminology of a problem of Lusin 
which appears in [9] and is a variant of Problem 1I of the introduction. 
Problem I r .  Is there a non-Borel coanalytic set which admits a coanalytic norm 
such that the ranks of the corresponding constituents are bounded on a cofinal 
subset of R~? 
I f  6 is a coanalytic norm on A and if a be lon~ to A, we let 
[a] = {/3 e A : c b(/3) = d~(c~)}: 
from the definition of a ,iorm, it follows tha ~, [a]  is uniformly A[(~) (provided 
a ~ A). If ~ is an ordinal, then. in view of Theorem 6.3. the set 
, A '~ ' - -{c ,  e  A : [(~,l is . v , ,  ~ } 
is precisely 
{sea  :[~] admits a A[(c~) code in g~} 
and it is easy t( check that this provides a coanalytic delinition of A ' ~-~ {using the 
well-known fact that the class of coanalytic sets is closed uuder quanti&-~*tions of 
type ::1/3 ~ A[la) (see [12])). 
*¢¢O Now, if uncountably many constitueats are ,.,, for a countable ordinal ~, d~en 
the equivalence relation ~ defined by 
( teA  ~e~ & /3¢~A '~) or (~b(~) =¢b(/3)) 
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is a Xtt equivalence relation with R~ equivalence classes which are all but one X~' 
Borel sets, Thus, f rom the flleoi'ems in Sections 2 and 5, we can derive negative 
answers to Problem I1'. 
6.5. Another  variant of Problem 11 is obta ined by replacing ii~ the statement of 
problem II' the word const i tuents by the word approximations.  
Theorem.  The following are equivalem, 
ti) There exists a ~lon-Borel coanalytic set which admits a coatialytic uorm such 
that the ranks of the corresponding approxinlatio~ls art, bounded osl a cofinal st&set 
(it) There exists a non-Borel coanalytic set A such that, given any coanalytic 
llorni on A, the ra,ks of the corresponding approxinlatiolls tire bounded on a cofinal 
s,bset of N1. 
(iii) There exists an analytic equivaleswe relation which has (alto(in(ably many 
equit;alence classes, al l - -except p, ossihly a corm(able manber--Borel sets of 
boamted rank, but does not admit a perfect set of pairwise inequivalent elemems. 
PrmlL Clearly (it) implies (i). (iiiF--*(i) is proved in Section 5.3. To prove (i)--->(ii), 
we let d, be a eoanalytic norm on a eoanalytic non-Borel  set A, such that for some 
countable ordinal ~. the set X defined by 
x =,'~: a~' is ST} 
is an unbounded subset of N~. We also let 4 /be  another  coanalytic norm on A. 
It is known that any Borel subset of a coanalytic ~;z~ is a subset of some 
approximation,  so start ing from a given countable ordinal ~o, we may build a 
strictly increasing sequence of ordinals (.g,',,) ...... such that 
(1) Vi e-X?:,., is X~, 
(2) .4 L''v~- 4,b : Ae' 
!f ~ ;s the least tipper bound of the sequence 0~',,) ...... then 
'<'~ A* '= U A*' e.¢ = LJ ~:, c,,.,- 
i c to  i c~o 
~. , . /h i s  shows precisely that the set this last set is a ration of £~' sets+ hence it is '~' 
' "  ~ " i s  ST} 
is unbomlded.  
We now prove (i)-+(iii). 4~. A and ~ are as above. If or belongs to A, we let 
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From the definition of a norm, it follows that both Plea) and P'(~) are uniformly 
A 1(~) (provided a ~ A). Note that P(a) is a subset of A'~, for ,~" large enough; we 
may assume that ~X,  By Theorem 6.3 it follows that there is a Borel code /:1 
both in W~ and ~l (a)  such that 
(1) P (a )~ B((?,), 
(2) B(/3)~ A, 
We let O(a) be the intersection of all Borel ~ sets which contain P~t~) m,d arc 
/.1 J~(a). Clearly 
P(a) c_ O(a)  ~ A 
and Q(a) is 11~+,." Also, when a belone, s~to A, 3~ Qio~i is equivalent o 
which is a ZI relation (in ~ and 3'). 
We now let R(a) be the smallest approximation of A (with respect o 4~) which 
contains O(c~); we note that, if a belongs to A, 3'~ R(t~) is given by the ZI 
relation 
We let S be a ~ relation such that, for any c~ in .4. 
{BeA :4)(B) ~<,h((~)} is {6:8t/3, a')} 
and we consider the equivalence relation E generated by the ~ set H, where 
H= ~(c~,13):(a~A & t3~A) or (S(a,(3) & [3eR(c~)) or ~S(~,c~ & 
Wc note that the assumptions a ~ A and H(c~, ~) together imply /3 ~. A (because 
both S(/3, a) and /3 ~ R(a) imply /3 ~ A whenever (~ 6 A). E(a, B) holds if and 
only if there is a sequence 
a=yo,  3~, . . . . .  % ~, %=/3  
such that for any i ~ : -  l, H(3,~, 3'~ ~) holds. 
Using this last fact, it is easy to show that E is a ~', equivalence relation and that 
' ° t0-A is an equivalence class with respect to E. Also, if ~, belongs to A. the 
equivalence class of ~ contains O((~)-P'(c~), 
Lemma. Lel a, (?,. ~, be elements of A such that 
(1) ~ mzd [3 are equit~alem with respec~ o E, 
(2) 4,(c~)~ 4~(3')~< 4(/3)- 
then c~ and -f are equivalent. 
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Proef. We prove by induction on n that. given a sequence of e lements of A, 3'o, 
3q . . . . .  3". and a single e lement  3' of A such that 
(1) for any i~<n-1  H(3"~, 3'~+~) holds, 
(2) 4,(3',,) <~ ~ 3") ~ 4,~ 3",,) 
we can conclude that 1(,:.(3"~..~,) holds. This conclusion is clear whenever  +(3') is 
precisely ,513'o) or oh(v,,) so we may restrict otmsclves to the case 
4,(3'o1 < 4,(V) < 0(3',, L 
If n = l, the hypothesis H I%,  3'0 implies that both S(yo. 3') and y6R(3"o) holc~ 
and the conclusion follows. 
If n is strictly greater  than l. then. we distinguish two cases 
Case 1. ¢b(3" )~(7 , , -0 :  then the conclusion follows by the induction 
hypodtesis, 
Case 2. ,.htV,, 0 < ~(3'); then the conclusion follows by applying the induction 
hypothesis to the sequence ¥,,. ~, y,, and the e lement 3". This proves the lemma. 
if cx belongs to A, lhcn. the equivalence class of t~ with respect ot E is an 
attalytic subset of A :  hence, it is conta ined in some approximat ion of A, The 
lemma actually shows that there is an increasing cont inuous function 0 from N~ 
into itself such that,  if we let 
then. we get an enumerat ion  of all the equivalence classes except "w-A .  
We now prove that 
Note that.  if c~ ¢ Y,~. PtcO is a subset of Yn because '~, is an approximation of A : 
O(~t ) -P ' (~)  is also a subset of Y~ because Y,~ is a set of classes; therefore O(o' l  
is a subset of ~'n. If (c~,,t ........ is a sequence of e lements of ¥,~ such that the image of 
{% : n E ~o} hy d5 is exactly 01"0). then.  we get 
~.'\, = U Q(c~,,'! 
as Q~,O is 11° .~,~, this shows that ~;~ is w.~+z. From this fact it follows that all the 
%'0 . equivalence classes of /7 (except "ko -A)  are - ,~3,  to finish the proof  of the 
theorem, it is enough to ohscrve that any perfect subset of A is a subset of some 
approximat ion and therefore cannot  consist of pairwise inequivalent elements. 
7. Analytic equivalence relations and strong axioms of infinity 
_ , w ~ equivalence 7.1. In Section "~ and in Section ~. we have proved results on .,.,  
relat ions using such set-theoret ical  ssumptions as VaN~ l'q<N,~ or V~ (~ exists). 
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These assumptions belong to a class of axioms often described as "'strong axioms 
of infinity'" and it is interesting to know whether ot not their use can be avoided, 
We note that, if a is such that R~l"l=Ni, then, there is a lll(t~) subset of "'co 
~hich is nncountable I~ut has no perfect subset ([15]); if A is such a coanalyt;c set 
and if ~b is a coanalytic norm on A, then, it is easy to see that the corresponding 
equivalence relation E ,  defined as in 6.2 by 
E+(a, [3),~-->(a,~ A & ~f~ A)  or (4~(a)=~(~))  
has uncountably many classes but does not admit a perfect set of pairwise 
inequivalent elements (such a perfect set would admit a perfect subset contained 
in A hence meeting only countably many constituents). Also, any equivalence 
class of E which is distinct from ~co-A,  is a constituent of A and therefore a 
countable set: thus all classes except one are F,,, This shows that the hypothesis 
Va N~ r-~ < R~ is necessary to prove the result stated in Theorem 5,1. 
7.2. It is not clear whether or not the use of sharps can be avoided in the proof of 
Theorem 5.1. We conjecture that ~he hypothesis Va it ;"  exists) can be replaced 
by Va N]'l'~l<R I. 
7.3, Another question about Theorem 5. l is the following: 
Is there a ~qightface'" analog of this result? 
It is known indeed that some of the lightface consequences of the h)T~othesis Va 
(a ~' exists) do not follow from the existence of 0 ~ (fl~r example, as it is noted in 
[19], the fact that aay H,' set can be uniformized by a i1~ subset). This does not 
happen for Theorem 5.1. 
Theorem. Assume O" exists: let ~ be a countable ordinal and let E be a Z~ 
equiwdence relation with uncoumably many classes: (t" all equit, alence classes - -  
except possibly a countable number - -  art, ~,~ Borel sets, ~hen, E admits a perfect set 
of pairwise inequicalent elements. 
We only sketch the proof, In order to do so, it is convenient o use the 
following notion: all element a of to"' is soft if it belongs to an inner model L[f], 
where .f is an L-generic collapsing map from co onto a countable ordinal (see [17] 
for details about generic collapsing maps), A closed (resp. a continuous function) 
is soft if it admits a soft code (in any reasonable sense), The soft Z~ sets are the 
Z l (a )  sets when a ranges over soft elements of "¢o (or equivalently the projec- 
tions of soft closed subsets of C'co)2). 
A close examination of Section 3 shows that the theory can be carried through 
in a similar way when closed sets, continuous functions and analytic sets are 
replaced by their soft analogs, 
If A is I1 ~(¢~) for some soft a and if f is a function recu~ive in a such that 
A = f-=(WOL then, the corresponding approximations of A are soft Borel sets 
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(i,e, they are soft analytic sets as well as their complements).  Going through 
Section 5 and using this last fact, one can see that, if the ~:onclusiou of the above 
theorem does not hold, there is a soft real e~ and an tmcetermined game which 
corresponds to the intersection of a X[(~-*) with a 111(~t set. These games are 
determined if ~# exists ([1 I]): so the following lemma clearly completes the 
proof. 
7.4. l emma.  I f  0 # exists mzd o~ is a s@ element of %0, then a ~ exists. 
Proof.  We let 1 be the class of canonical indiscerniblcs over L (see [16]). We 
claim that. if .~ is a countable ordinal and if f is an L-generic collapsing map from 
~o onto ,f, then: ! ~.-(~+ I) is a class of indiscernibles over L[f]. 
We let cl < • • • <c,, and c{ < • • • <c~, be e lements of I --( .~+ 1) and we assume 
that 
t [ l ' l~ lc ,  . . . . .  c,,) 
where q) is a formula of set theory. 
P denotes the standard set of forcing condit ions used to collapse ~. We let p be 
an element of P such that 
(1) p is a restriction of f, 
(2) p II-~.qb(dl . . . . .  d,,) 
where {", is a canonical denotat ion for c,. 
We note that P and p are defined (in L) in terms of a finite set of ordinals ~<~. 
We assume that these ordinals are definable in terms of indisceruibles 
a~<. . .  <a~<~<b,<. . .  <b~,; 
this provides a definition of p and F :~ terms of a~ . . . . .  ak: b~ . . . . .  b~, and it is 
easy to see that p and P can also be defined (via the same definitkms) from 
a~ . . . . .  ak: bl . . . . .  Ih', where (bf)~.,~, is an increasing sequence of indiscemi- 
bles >~. If we take b~ >C, and b~ >c~,. then (2) is a statement about 
a~ . . . . .  a~:  c~ . . . . .  ¢ , :  b ;  . . . . .  b',, 
and its truth is not affected when we replace c~ . . . . .  c,, by c~ . . . . .  c~; we get 
hence 
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8. Ploiective partitions 
8.1. Theorera. Assume pro]eetire determinacy: let E be a proiectiee quivalence 
relation on ~'to such that all equit~alence classes are Borel sets of bomlded rank, 
then, E has at most countably many classes or admits a perfect set Of pairwise 
inequivalent elements. 
To prove the theorem, we consider the Wadge game G(X\ Y) where X is the 
set of wellorderings of to and Y is the equivalence relation E IG(X,  Y) is defined 
in 5.4). This game corresponds to a projective set and therefore is determined. By 
l_emma 5.4, one of the following holds. 
(i) Y<-~'°to-X, 
(ii) X ~<~ Y 
If (i) holds, then E is the inverse image of a ~I set by a contint|ot|s function, 
hence E is an analytic equivalence relation and the conclusion follows by 
Theorem 5.1 (as is well-known, projective determinacy implies V~. (~ '  exists)L 
For the rest of the proof, we assume that ]" is a continuous function from "to 
into ("tol-" such that 
~'a ~ ~to(c~ is a wellordering of to *-~[(~t)e E). 
8.2. Let I" be the set of permutations of co (i.e. of one-one onto elements of ""co). 
r is a G,~ subset of "to and therefore, endowed with the induced topology, it 
becomes a Polish space, 
For any g in F, we can delinc an homeomorphisn~ ,  of !" such flint 
~(h) = It '  i f  and only i f  Vn(h ' (n) )= glhln))) 
(the inverse of ~ is (g 1)^). 
If ~ is a countable ordinal and if t~ is a weUordering of to of type ~, then, for any 
g in l', a wellordering (~' * g is detincd by 
{(n, n') : (g(n),  g( n'))~ ~}. 
Clearly. if h and belong to U, then, 
~ * g*  h =~ * ~(h); 
if t~ and/3 are wellorderings of type ~, then, for some g in 1", t3 = ~ * g: now, if B 
is a Borel set of Plto:) such that 
{It : c~ * h ~ B} is meager in I" 
then, because ~ is a homeomorphism, 
{It :u * ~(h)e 13} is meager in F. 
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so that 
{h :lt~ * h e I~} is meager in I" 
hence, if ~, is a wel lordering of type ~, the statement 
{tl : e~ * h ~ B} is meager  in I" 
does not depend upon the choice of a :  it holds, we say that /3 is meager at E. The 
fol lowing shows how to transfer this property from one ordinal to another.  
Proposition. Let B be a ~ Borel set aml let Z" and ~" be countable ordinals greater 
than (,o-+-~o) •.~; if B is meager at ~o", then it is meager at w c as well. 
We po~tpon¢ the proof  of this proposi tkm until Section 8.5. 
83.  Proof of Theorem 8.1. We asstmae that E is an equivalence relation with 
uncountahly  many classes and that ~ is a countable ordinal such that all classes of 
E are x~ Borel sets. We fix a wel lordering t~ of type ,oL with ~>(¢0+¢o) .  ~. If 3" 
is an e lement of %0, we let [~] be the equivalence class of ~ and U(3") be the ~ 
Borel set (~[y]×[y] ) .  It follows from Proposit ion 8.2 that. if U(y)  is not meager 
at to ¢, then it is not meager  at to c for any ~' large enough:  this implies that U(y)  is 
a Borel set consisting of wel lorderings with unbounded order types: such a Borel 
set does not exist so that 
( 1 ~ Vy{g : ~ * g E [](3')} is meager 
which means 
(2} "qy{g :f~a * g~ [3']×[3']} is meager.  
If w~ and ;vz are the project ions from C'w): onto "~o, then statement (21 can also 
t~e written as 
(3) V3"{g :(:r~(,/'Ia * g)), 7rz(.l'(ct * g))}}~[~,]×[3']} is meager. 
We observe that, for any g in I2 the e lements  xAf (a  * g)) and vz(,qt~ * g)) are 
equivalent so thai (3) implies 
(4) V3,{g : E( :rA,f(a * g)), y} is meager.  
If r is the cont inuous function from I" into "w defined by r ig )  = ,-r~(](o~ * g)). 
then, letting y = r~g') in (4), we get 
(5} Vg'{g: E(r~g), rig'))} is meager.  
By the Kuratowski -U lam theorem, this shows that 
{(g, g'): E(~(g),  r(g'))} 
is a meager  subset of F x /2  
We now apply Proposit ion 1.2 to the equivalence relation y ' IE) defined by 
Et ' r (gk  r(g')}: we get a perfect set P of pairwise inequivalent e lements lwith 
respect to "r~(E)) :  we may assume that P is compact;  then r (P )  is a perfect set 
consisting of pairwise inequivalent e lements  with respect to E. 
N,4. In \'Jew of Theorem 5,1, it is reasonable to ask if Theorem 8.1 can be 
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'~'" except for a extended to projective equivalence relations whose classes are ,  
countable number. The answer is yes. Actually, one can show, under projective 
determinacy, that any projective quivalence relation with uncountablv many '~'~ 
classes admits a perfect set of pairwise inequivalent elements, 
The proof of this result is virtually the same as the proof of Theorem 8.1, 
except that one has to replace the set E by E N A ~, wher~ A is flae q~rojective) 
set consisting of ti~e elements of "to whose equivalence class is "~") 
8.5. We now prove Proposition 8.2. It is easy to check that, if c~ is a wellordering 
of type to~, and if B is a Borel set, then the set 
{g :a*gEB} 
is not meager if and only if there is a generic collapsing map from to onto to~. 
such that the corresponding wellordering is in B. So. Proposition 8.2 can be viewed 
as a forcing-free ve~ion of an analysis of the complexity of the forcing relation for 
generic collapsing maps; such an analysis has been initiated by Steel [18] and 
Harrington [3]. 
In order to carry on the proof, we need some notations and definitions. If )l and 
~1' are distinct ordinals, we let ~ +) l '  be the usual dill'ercncc 11 "- ~1' if )l > ~)' and t) 
otherwise. 
Let # be an ordinal #> 1- any ordinal ~ can be written uniquely in the form 
r l=too .8+z ,  with v<~o °; 
we let .~o =rain(too to,,. 6)+~,: we say that ~l and vT' are p-equivalent and we 
write 71 =, '0 '  if .,]o= fi,,>. We also let t ip= min(~, l) and we define 0-equivalent 
ordinals accordingly. 
It is easy to see that, if #'<p, then, p-equivalent ordinals are p'-equivalent: 
also, if p is a limit ordinal, two ordinals are p-equivalent if and only if they arc 
0'-equivalent for any O' < P. 
We now fix a wellordering a of t)~e to~ and a wellordering (~' of type toc 
(where ~ and ~' are both >(to+to) •~): if n is an integer, we let 0(n) be theorder 
type of the restriction of a to those elements of to which are strictly smaller than n 
(with resepct o c~); O'(n) is defined similarly with c~' in place of a. 
If s, s' are sequences of distinct elements of to, both of the ~ame length .~ and if 
p is an ordinal, we say that s and s' are #-similar if the dilIcrences 
O(s,)-O(s)), O'(s')--O'~s~), 0<~i<n,  O<~/<n, i4=i 
are respectively o-equivalent as well as the ordinals 
O(s,), ' ' O(s~), 0~<i<n.  
Note that s and s' are O-similar if 
O(s~)~O(sj)oo(s~)<O(s)), i~ i  
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and 
O(s~)=O~--~O'ts')=O, 0~<i < n, 
Lemma 1. Let 0 be an ordinal such that 0 + to < £, and 0 + co < ~", if s and s' are 
p + to-similar t im/ i f  I is an extension of s, there exists till extension t' of  s' such that 
and t' are o-similar, 
Nole,  This lemma can be significantly improved (see [21]) but we do not need 
such rel inements for our  purpose, 
Proof of the lenuna. It is enough to prove that, whenever s and s' are p+ 1- 
similar sequences of length n and t is an extension of s of length n + l, there is an 
extension t' of  s', such that t and t' are o-similar, We assume that t is sk and 
that for some i, j < n, the following holds 
O(s, )<O(k)<O(s, ) ,  
(The cases when O(k) is smaller or greater than all O(s,) are treated exactly in the 
same way,) 
We just have to show that there is an ordinal r such that 
(1t 0'(s[) "< r "< O'{s,),' 
(2) r -  O ' (sq%,O(k~-O(s , ) ,  
(3t (i'(s~ "°'r ~%0(si) - 0(k)" 
if such a r exists we let t' be s'Tk ' where k'  is defined by O'(k') = r. 
To prove the existence of r, we consider two cases: 
Case 1. If Ols , ) -O l~)  is ~to ' '~,  then the same happens with O'(s~)-O'(s~) so 
that we may define z by the equality 
r - O'(s[) = O(k) - O'(s~ ). 
0 (s,) and Case 2. If O(s, l -O(s,)  is >~o"' ~, then the same happens with O'(s~)- ' ' 
we deline r by the equality 
r-b"(s~)=O(k)-O(si)'" if O(s, ) -O(k)>w" 
and by the equality 
0'(sp)-  z = 0(s,) - -0(k)  otherwise. 
8 . .  when B is a basic open The following Icnlma provides a proof of Proposit ion ' "~ 
set ,  
Lemma 2. I f  s and s' tire O-similar and if B is a basic open set of P(to'-), then the 
fol lowing are equivalent. 
(i) .4NF~,g :a  * g~B},  
(ii) ~'r~ F~ {g:ed * ge  B}. 
l~tooL We prove the result when B is {~: (p ,q )e /3}  or {~8:(p,q)g/3}. As any 
basic open set is a finite intersection of open sets of this t3~pe, the lemma follows. 
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If B is {/3 : (p, p) c/3}, then both statements  (i) and (ii) hold. If B is {/3 : (p. q) 
/3}, p#q,  and if s and s' are finite sequences of distinct integers of length n, 
s tatement (i) is equivalent o 
(p<n & q<n & O(s~,)<O(~)) or (p<n & O(s,,)=O~ 
and statement (ii) to 
(p<n & q<,  ,~: O'(sp<O'(s~,)) or (p<l l  ,~: O'(s~,)=O): 
this shows that both statements are equivalent when s and s' are O-similar, 
If t3 is {~:(p, l ) )~/3},  then nei ther  (i) nor (ii) holds. (Note that. as s is a 
sequence of distinct integer~,, gn 1" is nonemp~y.) 
To finish the proof  of the lemma, we just observe that,  if B is {/3:(p, q t~/3} 
p~q then statement (i) is equivalent o 
~n U~={g:a*  g~B'}  
where B '  is {/3 : (q. p) ~/3}. 
We now complete the proof of Proposit ion 8.2 via the fol lowing lemma. 
Lemma 4. Let p be at! orditmL J,<~, ~,<ff': asxlom' that s alld s' are ((o +(o) - i,- 
similar and that B is a X~, '. Borel set, then the ]ollowing art, eq~dcah, nt. 
(il ~N{g:a  * ge  B} is meager in F. 
(ii) g fq {g : a'  * g ~ B} is meager i:! l :  
Note. To get proposit ion 8.2, we just take s = s' = ~] and ~, = (. 
Proof  of Lemma 3. In what follows, s. t, . .  s'. t' and u' denote finite sequences of 
distinct integers. We write t ~ s when t is an extension of s. We first consider the 
case r, = i. If B is ~ (open), it is the union of a sequence (/3,,) ..... of basic open 
sets. Clearly. (i) holds if and only if the fol lowing is true: 
Vn ~ N {g : (~ * g ~ B,, ) is meager  in / i  
As both /3. and g are closed, this is equivalent o 
(1) VnVt (~s- -~t fq I '~{g a ,gaB.} .  
To see that (ii) holds, it is enough to show that the corresponding statement  
(I') VII Vt'(t'~s'--~['f~Vq/::{g:a'*gcB,,~ 
is true. If this is not the ca~c. wc pick n and l' such that 
t 'Nl '~: {g : (~ '*g~B, ,} .  
By Lemma 1. some t ~ s is 0-similar to t': Lemma 2 gives 
tNF~_{g:a  * g~B.}  
and this contradicts the hypothesis ( l).  Thus. we ha~e proved tl~e implication 
(i)--~(ii); (ii)----~(i) is proved in the same way. 
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We now turn ~o the general case which is proved+ by induction. Any £,.° set is the 
ration of countably many sets in [J,,,<~.ll{~, so that we may assume that g is 
O 
actually a I!..,, set for some ~,'< 1,+ Such a set is the intersection of a countable 
sequence of Borcl scts, (B,,) ....... each in [_.J,.+. ,+ X?.. 
Now, g f"l{g:(~ • g ~ B} is meager in I" if and only if the following holds 
(2) Vn V,+ ~s  -~u ~t( f i  F~{g:~ * g~ B,,} is meager in F). 
By an argument similar to the one used in the case v = l, the induction hypothesis 
together with Lemma 1 (applied twice) show that (2) is eqt, ivalent to the 
corresponding statement 
(2') Vn VF ~< s' : lu' <~ t'(fi' ~ {g : o~' * g ~ B,, } is meager in F). 
This last last statement means 
g' f> {g : a '  * g e B} is meager in l" 
This finishes the proof, 
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Added in proof 
Using completely new techniques. I was able to solve positively conjecture 7.2 
i.e., to replace the I:ypothesis Ve~ (a "~' exists) by Vc~ (N{++'~I<R~) in the theorem on 
analytic partitions. Using these techniques, I have also showa that, in Solovay's 
ntodel, any transfinite sequence of Borel sets of the same rank is countable; these 
results wilt appear elsewhere. 
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